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Effect of shell structure in the fusion reactions 82Se¿134Ba and 82Se¿138Ba
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The dependence of fusion on the nuclear shell structure was investigated for the two reaction systems
82Se1138Ba and 82Se1134Ba, where the nucleus138Ba has a closed neutron shellN582 while the nucleus
134Ba has a neutron numberN578, four neutrons less than the closed shell. Evaporation residues for these
reaction systems were measured in the vicinity of the Coulomb barrier. The measured evaporation residue cross
sections ofxn andpxn channels for the reaction system82Se1138Ba were considerably larger than those for
the reaction system82Se1134Ba, almost 100 times larger at the excitation energy (Eex) region of 20–30 MeV.
The fusion probabilities for these reaction systems were obtained from the evaporation residue cross sections
with the aid of calculated survival probability and compared with those of the other reaction systems that make
the same compound nucleus as the present systems. It was found that the fusion reaction82Se1138Ba occurs
without hindrance, while that of82Se1134Ba is considerably hindered as commonly seen in the massive
reaction system with the charge productZpZt>1800 of projectile and target. The present result suggests that
the neutron shell closureN582 promotes fusion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fusion process between massive nuclei has been e
sively investigated so far. It is well known that the fusio
probability between massive nuclei depends on the cha
productZpZt of projectile and target. When the charge pro
uct is less than 1800, its fusion cross section has been
reproduced by the one-dimensional barrier penetration m
taking into account the coupling of inelastic excitations. O
the other hand, when the charge product is larger than 1
its fusion cross section is hindered compared with the ca
lated result of the model. This fact means that the interac
nuclei cannot always fuse to make a compound nucleus e
if the system overcomes the entrance channel fusion bar
In order to drive the colliding system into the formation
the compound nucleus in the heavy reaction system, wh
the contact point of the colliding nuclei is located outside
fission saddle point of the compound nucleus, an extra
netic energy is needed so that the system can reach
saddle point after surmounting the fusion barrier. The nec
sary kinetic energy against a friction is called the extra-ex
push energy (Exx).

The fusion between massive nuclei depends on not o
the charge product but also on the nuclear structure of
projectile and target. It is reported that the number of a
lence nucleons outside a major shell affects the fusion p
ability @1,2#. This fact is in part correlated with the couplin
of the inelastic excitations and also the nucleon trans
channels in the fusion process@1#. Recently, Oganessia
et al. @3# measured the evaporation residue cross section
the fusion reactions130Xe186Kr and 136Xe186Kr, where the
nucleus136Xe has a closed neutron shellN582 and the neu-
tron number of the nucleus130Xe is 76, six neutrons les
than the closed shell. They found that the measured ev
ration residue cross sections for the fusion reaction136Xe
186Kr are almost two to three orders of magnitude larg
0556-2813/2002/65~5!/054602~9!/$20.00 65 0546
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than those for the fusion reaction130Xe186Kr near the Cou-
lomb barrier region. The enhancement of the evapora
residue cross sections near the Coulomb barrier region
tween the double closed shell nuclei208Pb and48Ca is also
pointed out in@4#. These facts suggest that the shell struct
plays an important role in the low energy fusion process

In order to investigate the effect of the nuclear shell str
ture on the fusion process, we investigated the isotope
pendence in the fusion reactions82Se1134Ba and 82Se
1138Ba. The nucleus138Ba has a closed neutron shellN
582, while the nucleus134Ba has a neutron numberN578,
four neutrons less than theN582 closed shell. In the presen
experiments, the evaporation residue cross sections w
measured as a function of excitation energy and the fus
probability was extracted from the sum of the evaporat
residue cross sections with the help of a calculated surv
probability. The measured fusion probabilities were co
pared with those in the other asymmetric or more symme
reaction systems that make the same compound nuc
~CN! as the present reaction systems.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Evaporation residue cross sections for the fusion react
82Se1138Ba and 82Se1134Ba were measured by using82Se
beams from the JAERI tandem booster accelerator. The
gets of138Ba and134Ba were fabricated by sputtering bariu
carbonate on a thin aluminum foil of thickness 1.3mm. The
enrichments of the barium isotope 138 in a138Ba target and
the barium isotope 134 in a134Ba target were 99.7% and
73.5%, respectively. The contaminations of the barium i
topes 135, 136, 137, and 138 in a134Ba target were 15.24%
4.03%, 1.94%, and 5.26%, respectively. The measured th
nesses of138Ba and134Ba targets were 410 and 500mg/cm2,
respectively. The targets were mounted on a rotating ta
frame and were rotated at 100 rpm during the beam irra
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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tion to prevent the targets from breaking due to the be
heating.

The details of the experimental procedure are descri
elsewhere@5,6#. The evaporation residues emitted in t
beam direction from a target foil were separated in-flig
from the primary beam by the JAERI recoil mass separa
~JAERI-RMS! @7#. A carbon foil ~of thickness 30mg/cm2)
was mounted at the entrance of the JAERI-RMS to reset
charge state of the evaporation residues. The separ
evaporation residues were implanted into the double-si
position-sensitive strip detector~DPSD, 73355 mm2)
mounted at the focal position of the JAERI-RMS. The en
gies and the positions of incoming particles and their sub
quent a-particle decays were measured by the DPSD
clock signal was recorded at the moment of the event oc
rence to construct the time interval between the implanta
of the incoming particles and the successivea-decay events.
The typical energy resolution was 75 keV full width at ha
maximum,~FWHM! for a-decay energy of 7.921 MeV from
216Th produced in the present reaction.

The time-of-flight~TOF! signal of incoming particles wa
obtained by two microchannel-plate detectors, one moun
in front of the DPSD and the other at a distance of 30
upstream of the DPSD. The TOF signal was used to dis
guish the incoming particles from the subsequenta-decay
event. The rough estimation of the mass number of the
coming particles was obtained by a two-dimensional sp
trum of the energy versus the TOF signal of the incom
particles. A silicon surface barrier detector was set at
with respect to the beam direction in the target chambe
measure the elastic scattering of the82Se beam from the
barium target. The elastic scattering events were used to
termine the absolute value of the evaporation residue c
sections.

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All evaporation residues produced in the present fus
reactions decay by emittinga particles. Theira-decay ener-
gies and half-lives are known from the literature@8#. The
identification of each evaporation residue was made even
event by measuring its subsequenta-decay energy and th
time interval between the implanted evaporation residue
its decay event. In addition, the correlation of evaporat
residue-a1-a2 chains were also used for the identification
the evaporation residue, wherea1 anda2 are the parent and
daughtera-decay events, respectively, detected at the sa
position in the DPSD as the implanted evaporation resid
Here a correlated event in position in the DPSD was defi
by the condition (DX, DY)5~0.6 mm, 0.6 mm! whereDX
and DY are the position uncertainties in the horizontal~X!
and vertical~Y! directions, respectively.

The typical energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 for t
a-decay events at the center-of-mass~c.m.! kinetic energy
Ec.m.5225 MeV in the fusion reaction82Se1138Ba. In order
to obtain the absolute evaporation residue cross sections
transport efficiency of the evaporation residue through
JAERI-RMS was estimated by the methods given in@6,9#.
The estimated transport efficiency for each evaporation r
05460
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due was obtained by taking into account the charge distr
tion calculated by the Shima formula@10#. The typical trans-
port efficiencies ofxn, pxn, and axn channels were 0.37
0.31, and 0.25, respectively. Furthermore, the detection
ciency of the DPSD for full energy absorption ofa particles
from implanted residues, for example,216Th, was typically
0.64 at a beam energy of 323 MeV. This means that 36%
the decay events originating from the implanted resid
could escape from the DPSD after depositing only a par
their kinetic energies.

The short-living isotopes of219Th (T1/251.50ms) and
218Th (T1/25109 ns), which are produced in the reactio
82Se1138Ba, decay in part during passing through t
JAERI-RMS, because the flight time in JAERI-RMS wa
about 1ms. To determine the evaporation residue cross s
tions of 219Th and 218Th from the measured yields, the fo
lowing assumption was made: the residues219Th and 218Th
decaying in flight between the position of the reset foil a
the exit of the JAERI-RMS could not reach the DPSD b
cause of the change of their charge states. Since the res
218Th has a short lifetime compared with the flight time
the JAERI-RMS, we assumed that when the residue218Th
decays between the target position and the reset foil insta
16.4 cm apart from the target position, the daughter nucl
214Ra (T1/252.46 s) resets its charge state after pass
through the reset foil and is transported to the detector DP
through the JAERI-RMS. We also assumed that the resi
219Th decaying before reaching the exit of the JAERI-RM
is completely lost and only the surviving219Th after passing
through the JAERI-RMS are detected. We neglected
small amount~0.7%! of 219Th decaying between the targe
position and the reset foil. The angular spread of the dau
ter 214Ra caused by thea-particle emission of218Th in-flight
was simulated by assuming the isotropic emission ofa par-
ticles with an energy of 9.664 MeV. This angular spread
addition to the inherent angular distribution of218Th and also
the straggling due to the multiple scattering in the target w
taken into account for the estimation of the transport e
ciency of 218Th. The transport efficiencies for219Th and
218Th were thus estimated to be 0.19 and 0.04, respectiv
by taking into account the charge distribution. In this ca
the sum of the cross sections for the parent219Th and the
daughter 215Ra and also that for the parent218Th and the

FIG. 1. Energy spectrum for the events having no TOF signa
Ec.m.5225 MeV (Eex546 MeV) for the reaction82Se1138Ba.
2-2
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TABLE I. Summary of evaporation residue cross sections for the present reactions82Se1138Ba and 82Se1134Ba, which includes both
statistical and systematical~640%! errors.

Channel Ec.m. ~MeV! s Channel Ec.m. ~MeV! s

82Se1138Ba

1n1a1n 193 1.820.9
11.0 mb

196 8.424.3
14.6 mb

200 2.621.2
11.2 mb

201 6.223.2
13.2 mb

206 1.020.6
10.6 mb

210 0.8520.44
10.55 mb

215 0.4420.36
10.55 mb

230 37237
173 nb

235 70257
190 nb

245 50241
170 nb

2n1a2n 193 0.5620.38
10.46 mb

196 4.222.3
12.4 mb

200 2129
19 mb

201 57229
129 mb

206 0.1620.08
10.08 mb

210 1727
17 mb

215 3.021.4
11.5 mb

220 1.620.6
10.8 mb

225 0.8320.44
10.47 mb

230 44244
189 nb

3n 201 0.5520.36
10.41 mb

206 21210
111 mb

210 50220
120 mb

215 47219
119 mb

220 5.021.4
11.5 mb

225 1.720.9
11.1 mb

230 84284
1176 nb

4n 206 0.1920.15
10.20 mb

210 1.220.6
10.6 mb

215 1727
17 mb

220 2125
15 mb

225 1427
17 mb

230 3.821.6
11.6 mb

235 0.6220.29
10.32 mb

240 0.1520.09
10.12 mb

245 23223
148 nb

5n 220 0.5420.32
10.46 mb

225 1.320.7
10.8 mb

230 3.621.5
11.5 mb

235 4.121.7
11.8 mb

240 1.320.6
10.6 mb

245 0.4220.21
10.23 mb

251 0.2120.12
10.14 mb

6n17n 230 0.1620.11
10.15 mb

235 0.4220.22
10.27 mb

240 1.120.5
10.6 mb

245 1.120.4
10.4 mb

251 0.8720.38
10.43 mb

p3n 220 1.220.49
10.7 mb

225 3.421.9
12.2 mb

230 2.621.3
11.3 mb

235 0.7020.34
10.40 mb

240 0.1220.09
10.12 mb

p4n 220 0.4120.41
10.79 mb

225 0.3220.26
10.40 mb

230 4.722.0
12.0 mb

235 4.721.9
12.0 mb

240 4.121.7
11.7 mb

245 2.420.9
10.9 mb

251 0.5220.26
10.27 mb

p5n 230 0.4220.25
10.32 mb

235 1.220.6
10.8 mb

240 5.722.4
12.5 mb

245 8.523.5
13.5 mb

251 8.423.4
13.6 mb

p6n1p7n 240 0.2020.13
10.17 mb

245 0.5320.25
10.27 mb

251 2.020.8
10.8 mb

a4n1a5n 230 6.926.1
16.2 mb

235 22211
111 mb

240 25211
111 mb

245 1827
17 mb

251 1024
14 mb

a6n1a7n 245 2.721.6
11.6 mb

251 3.521.8
11.8 mb

82Se1134Ba

1n 200 62251
178 nb

204 0.1920.12
10.14 mb

209 0.2620.14
10.17 mb

214 0.4820.27
10.31 mb

221 0.4120.26
10.35 mb

232 62262
1128 nb

235 73273
1147 nb

239 51232
159 nb

245 38238
182 nb

2n13n 200 86248
154 nb

204 0.3920.17
10.17 mb

209 0.8820.32
10.32 mb

214 0.7920.34
10.34 mb

221 0.1120.07
10.10 mb
054602-3
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

Channel Ec.m. ~MeV! s Channel Ec.m. ~MeV! s

232 81266
199 nb

235 0.1420.10
10.15 mb

239 96242
154 nb

240 0.1120.08
10.11 mb

245 51241
169 nb

4n15n 221 84259
186 nb

232 45245
195 nb

235 48248
1102 nb

249 19219
138 nb

p 204 9.529.5
119.5 nb

209 28220
130 nb

214 61261
1129 nb

221 0.2820.14
10.16 mb

232 0.2020.12
10.15 mb

235 0.1720.14
10.22 mb

239 89239
151 nb

240 0.1920.13
10.19 mb

5n1p1n1a5n 204 0.2820.13
10.15 mb

209 0.3020.14
10.15 mb

214 0.7720.35
10.35 mb

221 0.4120.23
10.27 mb

232 0.7720.40
10.43 mb

235 0.3720.24
10.31 mb

239 0.4820.17
10.19 mb

240 0.3720.22
10.28 mb

245 0.3120.18
10.22 mb

249 0.2620.14
10.17 mb

p2n1p3n 204 16216
132 nb

209 0.3620.16
10.16 mb

214 1.220.5
10.5 mb

221 1.620.7
10.7 mb

232 1.120.5
10.5 mb

235 0.7820.40
10.42 mb

239 0.5720.18
10.19 mb

240 0.5620.28
10.32 mb

245 0.4020.20
10.23 mb

249 0.2920.15
10.17 mb

p4n1p5n 232 0.5620.27
10.29 mb

235 0.3620.27
10.27 mb

239 0.1320.05
10.07 mb

240 0.3120.17
10.22 mb

245 0.2620.14
10.17 mb

249 0.1120.07
10.10 mb

a1a1n 232 2.020.9
11.0 mb

235 0.6020.36
10.40 mb

239 1.420.6
10.6 mb

240 0.8720.41
10.43 mb

245 0.8220.36
10.36 mb

249 0.3420.16
10.17 mb

a2n1a3n 214 0.9020.77
10.80 mb

221 1.720.7
10.8 mb

232 1.620.7
10.7 mb

235 1.020.5
10.6 mb

239 1.020.5
10.5 mb

240 0.7020.36
10.40 mb

245 0.8020.37
10.40 mb

249 0.7920.32
10.32 mb

a4n1a5n 232 0.2820.17
10.27 mb

235 0.3220.21
10.28 mb

239 0.6220.29
10.31 mb

240 0.1920.13
10.20 mb

245 46246
193 nb

249 0.1920.11
10.14 mb
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daughter214Ra were obtained using the yields of the pro
ucts 215Ra and214Ra, respectively.

We assumed that the nucleus215Ra measured in the en
ergy regionsEcm<201 MeV, 206 MeV<Ecm<215 MeV,
andEcm>230 MeV is produced by the 1n channel, thean
channel, and the 2p3n channel, respectively. We also a
sumed that the nucleus214Ra measured in the energy regio
Ecm<206 MeV andEcm>215 MeV is produced by the 2n
channel and thea2n channel, respectively. Since the214Ra
data measured at the energyEcm5210 MeV corresponds to
the middle of the overlapping region of these two comp
nents, we assumed that half of the yields is produced by
2n channel and the rest half of the yields is produces by
a2n channel.

The obtained evaporation residue cross sections for
0546
-

-
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-
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he

present reactions are listed in Table I, and are also shown
Figs. 2 and 3 as a function of c.m. energy determined in th
middle of the target layer together with the calculated result
using theHIVAP code@11#. The details of these calculations
will be shown in the following section. The experimental
error for the data includes both statistical and systematica
contribution, where the systematical uncertainty was esti
mated to be 40% by taking into account the uncertaintie
from the transport efficiency and the charge distribution of
evaporation residue.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

The measured evaporation residue cross sections we
compared with theoretical calculations. In the present theo
02-4
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retical calculation, first, the fusion cross section was es
mated by the coupled-channel calculation using the co
CCDEF @12#. After that, the survival probability of each
evaporation residue was calculated by using the statistic
model codeHIVAP. In the calculation of the fusion cross sec-
tion, the coupling of the inelastic excitations of the first 21

and 32 states for both the projectile and the target to th
fusion process were taken into account. The adopted def
mation parameters of the first quadruple and octupole vibr
tions wereb250.164@13# andb350.124@14# for 134Ba and
b250.093@13# andb350.118@14# for 138Ba. These for the
projectile 82Se wereb250.194 @13# and b350.161 @14#.
The calculated fusion cross sections for both reactio
systems show enhancement below their Bass barriers (VBass
5207.8 MeV for the fusion reaction of82Se1134Ba and
206.6 MeV for the fusion reaction of82Se1138Ba), where
the calculated barriers were shifted toward lower energ
by about 10 MeV compared with the calculation withou
taking into account the coupling of these inelastic excita

FIG. 2. Evaporation residue cross sections for the reactio
82Se1138Ba with the calculated ones that were estimated by usin
the statistical model codeHIVAP. In the calculation of the fusion
cross section, the coupling of inelastic excitations of the first 21

and 32 states for both the target and projectile to the fusion proce
were taken into account by the use of the codeCCDEF. Error bars
represent not only the statistical contribution but also the systema
cal one of 40%.
054602
l

r-
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tions. The calculated barrier shifts are almost the same a
the present reaction systems except for a small difference
about 1 MeV.

In the statistical model calculation, there are several i
portant parameters such as level density parameters at
equilibrium deformation and the saddle point deformatio
the binding energies of emitted neutrons, protons, anda par-
ticles, and the fission barrier. We used the formula of@15# to
calculate the level density parameters. Here the shell da
ing effect as a function of the excitation energy (Eex) was
taken into account as proposed by Ignatyuket al. @16#. The
shell damping parameter of 18 MeV was assumed. We a
took into account the collective~rotational and vibrational!
enhancement of the level density as pointed out by Jungh
et al. @17#. The rotational enhancement factorK rot(Eex) was
calculated according to the procedure of@17# and the vibra-
tional enhancement factorKvib(Eex) was calculated using the
formula of @18#. The critical deformation parameterb2 to
distinguish a deformed nucleus from a spherical nucleus w
assumed to be 0.17 in the estimation of the level density. T

-

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 except for the reaction82Se1134Ba. The
thick curve in each channel is the calculated result including
components originating from the fusion reactions82Se1ABa, where
A>135. The percentage of the heavier barium isotopes 135, 1
137, and 138 in a134Ba target were 15.24%, 4.03%, 1.94%, an
5.26%, respectively. The thin curve shows the component origin
ing from the fusion reaction82Se1134Ba.
-5
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SATOU, IKEZOE, MITSUOKA, NISHIO, AND JEONG
calculatedb2 value of @19# for ground state deformation
was used for nuclei encountered in the deexitation process
the compound nucleus. As for the ground state mass,
used the mass table of Audi and Wapstra@20#. The fission
barrier Bf was calculated asBf5aBLD2Es, whereBLD is
the liquid drop fission barrier of@21# and Es is the shell
correction energy. The scaling parametera was fixed to be 1.
The shell correction energy was estimated to be the diff
ence of the experimental mass@20# and the calculated liquid
drop mass@22#.

As seen in Fig. 2, the maximum evaporation residue cro
sections of the 2n and 3n channels in the reaction82Se
1138Ba are about 100mb and are quite consistent with the
calculated evaporation residue cross sections for these ch
nels. The calculated evaporation residue cross sections
the 1n channel is limited at the low energy side by the fusio
barrier. The measured cross section of the 1n channel
also shows such an effect because the peak position of
1n channel cross section is shifted to an excitation energy
18 MeV. It is noted that the evaporation residue cross se
tions measured below the Bass barrierVBass are well repro-
duced by the present calculation, indicating the significan
of the coupling of the inelastic excitations of the 21 and 32

states.
The excellent agreement between the measured evap

tion residue cross sections and the calculated results me
that the fusion in the reaction82Se1138Ba is properly simu-
lated by theCCDEFcalculation without any fusion hindrance
This is not true for the so-called extra push systemati
of Quint et al. @1#, where measured extra-extra push energi
Exx are plotted as a function of the charge productZpZt
of the projectile and target plus a nuclear shell correctio
10nmin . The small factor nmin is defined as nmin
5min(DZp ,DNp)1min(DZt ,DNt), whereDZp, t andDNp, t
are the numbers of valence particles or holes from the nea
major closed shell of projectile~p! and target (t). From this
systematics we expect an extra-extra push energy aro
10–15 MeV for the present reaction82Se1138Ba. This effec-
tively makes the fusion barrier high and considerably d
creases the 1n and 2n channels cross sections at the low
excitation energy regionEex<30 MeV. There is no such evi-
dence seen in the excitation function shown in Fig. 2.

On the other hand, the measured evaporation resid
cross sections in the fusion reaction82Se1134Ba show clear
deviations from the calculated cross sections mainly in t
low excitation energy regionEex520– 30 MeV as shown in
Fig. 3. Since the present target of134Ba has the admixture of
the other isotopes of barium, we can see a sizable contri
tion of the fusion products originating from the fusion reac
tions 82Se1ABa, whereA>135. However, these contribu-
tions mainly concentrate on excitation energies higher th
40 MeV except for the residues211,212Th, 210,211Ac, and
207,208Ra. According to the present calculation, these residu
are produced only by the fusion82Se1134Ba in the energy
region (50<Eex<70 MeV). Large deficits of the evapora-
tion residue cross sections are seen, for instance, in then
(215Th), 2n13n (213,214Th), and also the 1p (215Ac) chan-
nels at Eex520– 30 MeV, where the main contribution is
05460
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ascribed to the fusion82Se1134Ba. The observed cross sec-
tions corresponding to the maximum of the 2n13n channels
are 0.1–0.5mb, which are more than two orders of magni-
tude too small compared with the maximum cross section o
the 2n or 3n channel in the fusion82Se1138Ba.

It is important to verify the survival probability calculated
in the HIVAP code by using the experimentalGn /G f value of
@23#. Here the decay widths of the neutron and fission are
denoted byGn andG f , respectively. Schmidtet al. obtained
averageGn /G f values from the 4n channel evaporation resi-
due cross sections for the compound nucleusATh (214<A
<220). We can estimate theGn /G f values for the compound
nuclei 216Th and 220Th as 0.07 and 0.18, respectively. Then
the ratioP of the Gn /G f value for 216Th to 220Th is P'0.4.
Since the dependence of theGn /G f values on the excitation
energy is similar to each other for the compound nucle
216Th and 220Th, the ratioP depends weakly on the excita-
tion energy. The present calculation showsP50.3;0.5 at
20<Eex<80 MeV. Using this experimental value, we can
roughly estimates1n(

216Th)'Ps1n(
220Th) and s2n(

216Th)
'P2s2n(

220Th), where the 1n and 2n channel cross sections
originating from the CN are denoted bys1n(CN) and
s2n(CN) , respectively. This simple consideration shows tha
s1n(

216Th)'0.4s1n(
220Th) ands2n(

216Th)'0.15s2n(
220Th).

The fact that the 1n and 2n channel cross sections for the
compound nucleus216Th are smaller than the compound
nucleus220Th is mainly due to the increasing neutron bind-
ing energy with decreasing mass number of the thorium iso
tope. These estimations are consistent with theHIVAP calcu-
lation shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Contrary to the estimation, the
measured 1n and 2n channel cross sections for the fusion
reaction82Se1134Ba are smaller by two orders of magnitude
than those for the fusion reaction of82Se1138Ba. We also
checked the contribution of the shell energy to the fission
barrier in the present calculation, because both the excite
compound nuclei and also the excited daughter nuclei ar
close to theN5126 shell. If the shell damping parameter is
decreased from 18 MeV to a few MeV, the calculated 1n and
2n13n channel cross sections for82Se1134Ba decrease to
the experimental values atEex'20– 30 MeV. But, at the
same time, the calculated 2n and also 3n channel cross-
sections for 82Se1138Ba also decrease by two orders of
magnitude. This means that the strong shell energy aroun
N5126 is not the cause of the observed deficit in82Se
1134Ba. Thus this deficit cannot be ascribed to the evapora
tion process in the fusion reaction82Se1134Ba, but can
rather be ascribed to the fusion process.

From the measured evaporation residue cross sections w
can extract the fusion probability with the aid of calculated
survival probability as follows:

^Pfus~Ec.m.!&5

(
c

ser,c~Ec.m.!

p|2(
l

~2l 11!(
c

wer,c~Eex,l !

, ~1!

where the fusion probabilitŷ Pfus& is an averaged value
weighted by the angular momentuml. Actually, in the
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present reactions, the angular momentum contributions to
evaporation residue production is from 0\ to 20\, because
of a large fission probability for a largel value. Therefore the
obtained fusion probability is considered to be that for t
central collision. The survival probabilitywer,c as a function
of the excitation energyEex[Ec.m.1Q ~reactionQ value! for
a specific channelc and angular momentuml was calculated
by using HIVAP. The fusion probability for the reaction
82Se1134Ba was obtained by subtracting the other contrib
tion ascribed to the heavier barium isotopes than134Ba. Es-
pecially the cross sections of213,214Th at Eex524 and 27
MeV, 212,213Ac at Eex533 and 38 MeV, and also those o
211,212Th and 210,211Ac at Eex>45 MeV were used, becaus
there is a negligible contribution to these residues from
fusion products in the reaction82Se1ABa (A>135) based
on the present statistical model calculation.

The results are shown in Fig. 4 as a function ofEc.m.
2VBasstogether with the calculated ones~solid curve!. They
are also compared with those of the asymmetric reacti

FIG. 4. Fusion probabilities obtained from the measured eva
ration residue cross sections for the reactions~a! 82Se1138Ba and
~b! 82Se1134Ba as a function ofEc.m.2VBass~MeV!, whereVBassis
the Bass fusion barrier. The solid curve shows the fusion probab
with no fusion hindrance calculated by the codeCCDEF, which in-
cludes the coupling of inelastic excitations of the first 21 and 32

states. The dashed curve of~b! is the fusion probability calculated
by the expression in@1,25# assuming (Exx , sB)5(10 MeV, 5.1
MeV! ~see text!. The data for 40Ar1176,180Hf @24# and 124Sn
192,96Zr @25# are also plotted to make a comparison with th
present data.
0546
he

e

-

e

ns

40Ar1176,180Hf (ZpZt51296) @24# and the more symmetric
reactions124Sn192,96Zr (ZpZt52000) @25#, where the same
compound nuclei216Th and 220Th as in the present work are
produced. As shown in Fig. 4, the fusion probability for the
reaction82Se1138Ba is very close to that of40Ar1180Hf and
consistent with the calculation, while it is clearly different
from that of 124Sn196Zr. On the other hand, the fusion prob-
ability for the reaction 82Se1134Ba deviates from that of
40Ar1176Hf and also from the calculation. It is rather close
to the 124Sn192Zr case below the Bass barrier. The presen
results indicate that there is no fusion hindrance for the r
action 82Se1138Ba, while for the reaction82Se1134Ba the
fusion around the Coulomb barrier is hindered.

In order to obtain the extra-extra push energy for the re
action 82Se1134Ba, we used the expression proposed i
@1,25#, where a fusion barrier distribution of a Gaussian
shape having the mean valueEB and variancesB

2 was as-
sumed. In this analysis, the transmission coefficient of th
Hill-Wheeler type@26# with \v53.0 MeV was used and we
ignored the contribution of the centrifugal potential to the
fusion potential, because the centrifugal potential is ver
small ~only 0.8 MeV atl 520\) in the present reaction sys-
tems. From this analysis we obtained the extra-extra pu
parameters (Exx ,sB)5(10 MeV, 5.1 MeV! for the reaction
82Se1134Ba. These values are quite consistent with the sy
tematics of@1#.

The present result suggests that the fusion process af
surmounting the fusion barrier may be different in the reac
tions 82Se1138Ba and82Se1134Ba. The target nucleus138Ba
has the closed neutron shellN582 and the target nucleus
134Ba has the neutron numberN576, only four neutrons less
than the closed shell. The projectile nucleus82Se is also
close to the closed neutron shellN550. The calculated sub-
barrier fusion enhancement due to the coupling of the inela
tic excitations of 21 and 32 states is almost the same in both
the present reactions mentioned above, because the defor
tion parametersb2 andb3 are similar to each other for both
the isotopes134Ba and 138Ba. In the present calculation, the
coupling to the neutron transfer channel was not include
The effect of the neutron transfer during the sub-barrier fu
sion process can be roughly estimated by theQ values for the
pickup and the strip reactions. TheQ values for one- and
two-neutron transfers are negative for the reaction82Se
1138Ba, while theQ value for the two-neutron transfer is
positive, 0.79 MeV, for the strip reaction of82Se1134Ba.
This may result in the more sub-barrier enhancement in th
fusion reaction82Se1134Ba than the case of82Se1138Ba.
This expectation is in contradiction with the present exper
mental results.

The importance of the shell energy in the fusion process
pointed out by Myers and Swiatecki@27#. They suggest that
the shell energy resists neck growth at the time of conta
between the projectile and target, and then the projecti
nucleus can go deeply into the target nucleus with a sma
kinetic energy dissipation. This process is also suggest
by the theoretical calculation of Mo¨ller et al. @28#, where the
single particle levels for the two-center system of close
shell nuclei show a prominent energy gap up to a sho

o-

ty
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distance between mass centers. This qualitatively sugge
small friction during the fusion process of closed sh
nuclei.

Oganessian suggests the important relation between
fusion process and the fission process@29#. The compound
nucleus220Th at low excitation energy can decay into asym
metric fission fragments, where the heavy fragment is c
centrated around the atomic numberZ554 with a narrow
charge width 4.7~FWHM! @30#. The compound nucleus
216Th has no such asymmetric fission component. The ta
and projectile combination for the fusion reaction82Se
1138Ba is close to the asymmetric fission components
220Th. Also in the case of the fusion reaction136Xe186Kr,
the compound nucleus222Th has asymmetric fission frag
ments close to86Kr and 136Xe. Both the fusion reactions
(82Se1138Ba and 136Xe186Kr) show large evaporation resi
due cross sections in the present work and in@3#. In these
cases, the two asymmetric fission fragments are sphe
and thus have a compact shape at scission. Such a com
tion of the target and projectile may follow the fission valle
in the reverse way to reach the fission saddle point.

V. CONCLUSION

Evaporation residues from the reactions82Se1138Ba and
82Se1134Ba were measured to investigate the dependenc
the fusion reaction on the nuclear shell structure of the c
liding nuclei. The nucleus138Ba has the closed neutron she
N582 while the nucleus134Ba has a neutron numberN
578, four neutrons less than the closed shell. The meas
evaporation residue cross sections for the reaction82Se
.
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1138Ba were almost two orders of magnitude larger ne
the Coulomb barrier region than those for the reaction82Se
1134Ba. This large difference is ascribed to the entran
channel of the fusion process. The fusion probabilities o
tained from the measured evaporation residue cross sec
with the aid of the calculated survival probability were com
pared with the other reaction systems, that is, the asymme
systems40Ar1180,176Hf and also the more symmetric sys
tems 124Sn196,92Zr. These make the same compound nuc
as the present systems. From these comparisons, we
clude that there is no fusion hindrance for the reaction s
tem 82Se1138Ba, while the fusion for the reaction system
82Se1134Ba is considerably hindered near the Coulomb b
rier. The obtained extra-extra push parameters (Exx ,sB)
5(10 MeV,5.1 MeV! for the reaction82Se1134Ba were con-
sistent with the systematics of Quintet al. @1# of the extra-
extra push phenomena.

The present result suggests that the fusion of massive
action systems strongly depends on the shell structure
colliding partners. It is important to realize theoretically th
energy dissipation due to the friction after contact by taki
into account the shell structure of colliding nuclei. Furth
experimental investigation is needed to confirm the imp
tance of the shell closure in the fusion process, and a
make the relation between fusion and fission clear.
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